The first serious Jewish question I asked as a teenager sprang from the Vidui, the prayers of confession we offer on Yom Kippur. One Yom Kippur afternoon in my father’s study between services, I asked him: “Why does the prayer book have us confess exactly the same sins every Yom Kippur? Judaism doesn’t seem to have a lot of confidence in our capacity to repent—if it did, the machzor wouldn’t assume we continue to make the same mistakes year after year.” I’m not sure if I was trying to be wise, or just a wise guy, but the question was real. If the whole process of repentance is about repairing our deeds, it seems defeatist to turn to the same confession on p. 82 this year as I did last year: "we betray, we steal, we scorn…"

But I had made two mistakes. First, I had overlooked the grammar: the subject of every verb in the litany of confession is “we,” not “I”: “For the sins we have sinned against you;” “of these wrongs we are guilty.” We Jews join in a communal confession, regardless of whether we ourselves are guilty of each and every individual sin enumerated, because we believe in communal responsibility. If I am part of a community that has exhibited greed, then I bear accountability for that greed. If I am part of a community in which some have exhibited arrogance, then I bear some responsibility for that arrogance.

I also think the communal voice provides some cover. Imagine if the rabbi stood before the congregation and said, “Ok, would everyone who has committed the next sin on the page please read along with me?” We would all be embarrassed into silence or shame, or the denial that would shield us from both. Instead, we offer the Vidui in the first-person plural — it is a confession, not a survey. When we all recite every line, then only our own hearts know which sins have truly been our own, and Judaism whispers to us that our own internal recognition may be enough to begin the path of return.

But even more important, my teenage self had fallen into the fallacy of the moral finish line. I believed that once you repent, you’re done. But the dynamic of sin and repentance defies tidy conclusions. When I recite those words on Yom Kippur, I do in fact confess sins I have committed, sins I have resolved not to repeat, sins I have sometimes even succeeded in not repeating, and then…I repeat them. Has there been a year in which I have not been impatient with people I love? Has there been a year in which I have not been judgmental of others without understanding their hearts? Has there been a year in which I have not failed to control my temper or my tongue, or failed to muster the courage to stand more strongly for what is right?

If the first answer to my teenage question was that we are a community, each responsible for the moral compass of this collective Jewish family, then the second answer was a simple “yes”—we return to the same litany because, too often, we repeat the same behaviors. But that does not mean that Judaism has lost faith in us. It just means that Judaism understands us—our failings and the incremental progress we can make by trying to do better the next time.

Ashamnu, bagadnu. Each time I touch my hand to my heart during the litany of confession, I remember: Our straying from the right path and returning to it again are a round, not a race. I affirm: Our frailties are stubborn, but our God-given ability to overcome them is the greatest measure of our humanity. I return to the familiar words, not in defeat, but in hope. I begin again.
ENTERING ELUL

OPENING EVENT WITH WOMEN OF REFORM JUDAISM
FEATURING RABBI DAVID STERN

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 7PM
Pollman Hall

In Elul, the month leading up to the High Holy Days, we begin thinking about how we create and celebrate holiness in our lives. Let’s honor the past year and bring those experiences with us into the new year at WRJ’s opening event with Rabbi Stern, who will explore Elul concepts with us. Wine and hors d’oeuvres served.

No charge; help us plan with your RSVP to Rachelle Weiss Crane, rweisscrane@jccdallas.org

Sh’m Emanu-El
Making BIG Feel SMALL

Taste of Sh’m
Tuesday, August 14
6pm, Linz Hall

Sh’m Emanu-El is one of Temple’s keys to creating more powerful relationships and lasting connections among members. Now in its fifth year, Sh’m has involved hundreds of congregants in small groups called Sh’m Groups. If you’ve heard about it but are not sure if it’s for you, then come to Taste of Sh’m.

You’ll learn how easy, fun and satisfying it is to be part of Sh’m, whether it’s in an organized group, a class or learning experience. It’s also a great way to stay connected at Temple through a curriculum that is shared widely, and to deepen friendships within one circle or many.

To register: participate.tedallas.org/taste-of-shma-aug-2018

New Member Meet-Up
You’re a new member, yay! Please join us for bagels and coffee, meet other new members and learn about the many ways to get connected at Temple, no matter what your passion. Our lay leaders are excited to get to know you and share their insights on social justice, learning, music, small group connections and more.

Sunday, September 23
9:30-10:30AM
Temple Sukkah

Contact: Linda Kahalnik,
Director of Member Relations,
lkahalnik@tedallas.org
BECOMING B’NAI MITZVAH

Jake Nicholas Handler & Dylan Louis Handler  
September 22  
Sons of Lauren & Derek Handler  
Parkhill Junior High  
Tikkun Olam: Fitness for Kids

Jillian Miller  
August 18  
Daughter of Julie & Scott Miller  
Highland Park Middle School  
Tikkun Olam: Heart House, Vickery Meadow

Scarlett Josephine Metz  
August 25  
Daughter of Julie & Corey Metz  
Parkhill Junior High  
Tikkun Olam: Jewish Family Service, Operation Kindness

Robert “Bobby” Theodore Strauss  
August 25  
Son of Whitney & Rob Strauss  
St. Mark’s School of Texas  
Tikkun Olam: North Texas Food Bank

NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS

Sara Golieb  
Cathy Hirsh  
Eric, Lissa, Elie, Max and Teddy Levy  
Andrew Maten and Jennifer Mason  
Igor and Robin Rakovichik  
Logan and Amanda Sherman  
Lori and Sara Stahl  
Michael and Mary Tobey  
Morgan Tobey  
Steven and Tavolyn Wolf

BABY NAMING

Shiya Dean Aini  
Daughter of Andrea and Mateen Aini

Ariya Fritz  
Daughter of Leah and Luke Fritz

Natalia and Nico Miller  
Daughter and son of Emily and Adam Miller

Eli Rudy Rakovichik  
Son of Robin and Igor Rakovichik

Declan Rafe Reeves  
Son of Karen and Stuart Reeves

Mathew Renz Wile  
Son of Lisa and Joshua Wile

Pierce Hoffman Winski and Davis Joy Winski  
Twin sons of Adam and Michelle Winski, Grandsons of Linda and Randy Winski

WEDDINGS

Sharon Hartman and Roberto Aguilar

Lindsay Strueck and Scott Chiu

Hilary Blake and Jacob Miller

Taylor Bannister and Sam Silverman

Dr. Julie Schackman and

Dr. Suntosh Sivam

Karen Blum and Tina Quintana

IN MEMORIAM

Barney Barshop  
Brother of Jerry Barshop

Sophia Bender  
Sister of Ruth Kleinman

Lita Berk  
Mother of Pam Schiller

Eugene Bock  
Father of Marilyn Harris and Hal Bock  
Brother of Annabelle Levene  
Loving companion of Fonda Glazer

Carl Lynn Cowen  
Sister of Jim Cowen

Lionel Eliss  
Father of Brian Eliss

Meyer Edward Friedman  
Half Brother of Tom Timmons

Louis Galanter  
Husband of Aida Galanter  
Father of Bruce Galanter

Israel Glass  
Father of Dr. Jeffrey Glass

Helene Greenwald  
Mother of Janet Eickmeyer, Sharon Greenwald and Marilyn Greenwald  
Sister of Harriet Prentis

Abe “Al” Grossman  
Father of Lynn Quinn

Dr. Larry Kun  
Husband of Donna Kun  
Father of Amy Pass

Natalie Lewis  
Mother of Daniel Lewis, Laurie Lewis, Elaine Lewis, Janet Lewis  
Sister of Alan Baker

Charles Marcus  
Father of Carolyn Abrams

William “Bill” Mexic  
Father of Melanie Morris and Sheryl Mexic  
Brother of Selma Raphael  
Loving companion of May Sebel

Judy Miller  
Mother of Jennifer Miller  
Sister of Ben Statman

Sandra Miller  
Sister of Paula Jacobs

Lena Naboshek  
Mother of Mark Naboshek and Hal Naboshek  
Sister of Harvey Brandt

Carl Parks  
Father of Connie Lust

Marion Rosenthal  
Wife of Gary Rosenthal  
Mother of Rick Kaufman, Cheryl Freed, John Rosenthal, Debi Bush and Jane Rosenthal

Marvin Rubin  
Father of Jack Rubin

Jim Schwartz  
Son of Hilda Schwartz  
Brother of Stephen Schwartz and Lawrence Schwartz

Diane Siegel  
Mother of Stacy Simon, Amy Leifer and Vicki Siegel  
Sister of Dr. Gary Morchower

Marilyn Taubman  
Sister of Helen Feldman

MAZEL TOV

To Richard Marcus on receiving the 2018 Stan Golden Men of Action Award from the Southwest Jewish Congress.
Now entering its sixth month, The Well is Temple’s monthly program for those with early stage Alzheimer’s or other dementias. Participants have a fun, activity-filled day with music, art, special visits by lovable service pets, interaction with ECEC children and Jewish holiday celebrations.

In addition to a rewarding day for guests, the program offers meaningful opportunities for trained volunteers and a rejuvenating break for caregivers.

“I love being a part of this very worthwhile Temple program and encourage others to come join us,’’ says Macki Ellenbogen, a volunteer. “Participants, volunteers and ECEC kids all leave smiling!’’

Under the leadership of lay chairs Linda Sheff and Ann Rosenzweig, the program has reached its initial goal of close to a dozen participants, and is poised for the next step. Temple hopes to be able to offer the program twice monthly beginning in October, with the successful recruitment and training of more volunteers.

If you’ve been searching for a meaningful way to give of your time and talent to Temple, look no further! Volunteer responsibilities include: greeting participants and escorting them to the Weiss Youth Wing at the beginning and end of the program; assisting with activities, serving lunch and generally acting as a buddy participant.

“When looking for volunteer opportunities I turned to Temple,’’ says Allen Feltman. “I wanted a hands-on activity and to interact with other members in a Jewish setting. The Well was mentioned to me, and since Dad suffered with Alzheimer’s, I was in. I can’t believe the fulfillment and joy I experience each month.’’

Details
About
The Well, funded by Women of Reform Judaism and endorsed by the Alzheimer’s Association, is held the first Tuesday of each month, from 10:30AM-2:30PM. Lunch is provided.

Activities
Warm-up chair exercises
Art projects
Music
Time with ECEC children:
animal visits, singing, puppets
Cooking demonstrations
Games

Support
A caregiver support group is held concurrently during the first hour of The Well. It is open to the community and not limited to caregivers with attendees at The Well. It is facilitated by Jewish Family Service, and registration is not required.

Contact
The Well:
Becky Slakman, bslakman@tedallas.org
tedallas.org/community/well

Caregiver Support:
Meredith Pryzant, mpryzant@tedallas.org
Lilith Salon
Sunday, August 26, 3-5pm, private home
This small-group discussion focuses on articles in Lilith Magazine. Copies available through WRJ; inquire at Judaic Treasures. This month’s topic: Running for Office
RSVP: Phyllis Mills, 972.386.1852

Daughters of Abraham
Thursdays, 7-8:30pm
This interfaith group seeks to enhance understanding of the spiritual and cultural similarities and differences among the Jewish, Christian and Muslim communities. Contact: Leah Beth Kolni, leahbkolni@gmail.com, 214.801.7463

August 16, First United Methodist Church,
810 W. Avenue B, Garland
Topic: Forgiveness, Patience, Gratitude
September 20, MAS Islamic Center,
1515 Blake Drive, Richardson
Topic: Silence, Meditation, Mindfulness

Women of Reform Judaism and Brotherhood are teaming up for a health-wise October featuring opportunities to take care of your own health and help others in need.

Wednesday, October 3
Breast Cancer Awareness Panel
6:30pm opening | 7pm panel
Tobian Auditorium | Free
Contact: Celia Saunders, celiasaunders18@gmail.com

Sunday, October 7
Brotherhood Blood Drive
9am-3pm | Linz Hall
For Appointments
blooddrive.tebrotherhood.org; Byron Sandfield, 214.755.3005 or bsandfield@gmail.com

Stretch and Schmooze Yoga
9:45-11am, Tobian Auditorium

Israel Today
Third Annual Community Symposium
Sunday, August 12 | Temple Shalom | 8:30am-5:30pm
Spend the day in thoughtful and informative discussions about our beloved State of Israel, including attitudes toward Israel; the Zionist movement that led to the founding of the modern state; history of the Arab-Israeli conflict; history of the IDF; the peace process, and more. Rabbi Debra Robbins will be one of the speakers of the day.

Temple Emanu-El is one of 21 community Jewish organization sponsors of the event.

Cost: $18 (includes kosher lunch and snacks)
For information and to register: israeltodaydallas.org
**Temple Cares**

**SUPPORT GROUPS**

**Help and Healing**

**Support Group Meetings for August and September**

- **Caregivers:** Aug. 7, Sept. 4, 10:30-11:30 AM, Archives
- **Jewish Family Service Grief Series at Temple:** Sessions on Aug. 7-Sept. 4, 11:30 AM-1 PM, Room 130; registration required with Deborah Leibensberger, dleibensberger@jfsdallas.org
- **Ongoing Grief Support:** Aug. 14, 28; Sept. 11, 25, 11:30 AM-1 PM, Zilbermann Chapel
- **Cancer:** Meetings resume in October
- **Divorce:** Temple is currently gauging interest in a divorce support group.
- **Addiction Recovery:** A support group is forming in October, facilitated by JFS staff, at Temple.
- **Contact:** If you have interest in or questions on this or any other aspect of support at Temple, please contact Meredith Pryzant, Director of Member Support, mpryzant@tedallas.org, 214.706.0000, ext. 122.

---

**A FORWARD-LOOKING FALL WITH g2g**

**g2g** (generation to generation) is Temple’s social group geared to adults ages 60 and over, and open to all.

**Lunch with Dave Lieber**

“The Watchdog” of The Dallas Morning News

- **Thursday, August 9**
  - 12-2 PM, Linz Hall, $20
  - **RSVP:** participate.tedallas.org/g2gdavelieber

Watchdog Nation founder Dave Lieber is a consumer columnist for The Dallas Morning News and will speak on the topic *Moving to Texas: Is the Bark Worse than the Bite?*, based on his book of stories, “The Dog of My Nightmares.”

**Lunch and Learn**

**The Sukkah Project with Cantor Vicky Glikin**

- **Wednesday, September 26**
  - 12 PM, Museum of Biblical Arts
  - 7500 Park Lane, $15
  - **RSVP:** participate.tedallas.org/sukkahlunch

The Sukkah Project: Dwell in Design is a juried competition and exhibition for artistic, architectural sukkah creations. The winning entries will be erected and on display during The Sukkah Project Festival at the Museum of Biblical Arts.

**Day Trip to George Tobolowsky’s Sculpture Studio**

- **Tuesday, October 16**
  - Bus leaves Temple at 9:30 AM
  - Lunch at Clark’s Outpost barbecue restaurant in Tioga, $24
  - **RSVP:** participate.tedallas.org/sculpturetour

We’ll travel to Mountain Springs in Cooke County to visit the studio where George, a Temple member, creates steel sculptures by welding together found objects of discarded machine parts, industrial parts and scrap metal. Some of his work can be seen at The Museum of Biblical Arts, Jewish Family Service, The Aaron Family Jewish Community Center, NorthPark Center and Temple Emanu-El.

For additional information or to arrange payment by phone, contact Lauren Kahn, 214.706.0000, ext. 146, or lkahn@tedallas.org

---

**Institute for Jewish Spirituality**

**Wise Aging**

Cultivating mindful leaders. Revitalizing Jewish life.

Set your internal compass for getting the most out of growing older, and share your wisdom and insights with others in a small group setting. Now in its second year, Wise Aging groups are starting on Wednesday afternoons and Tuesday evenings. The program is geared to those ages 50 and up and open to all. Get the tools to age with spirit, resilience and joy. Facilitators are Harriet Cohen, Robert Elkin and Elise Mikus, all of whom have been trained by the Institute for Jewish Spirituality.

**Info sessions:**

- **Wednesday, August 15,** 2 PM, Rooms 133 and 135
- **Tuesday, August 28,** 6:15 PM, Weiss Youth Wing

**Contact:** Lauren Kahn, lkahn@tedallas.org
BOOK CLUBS

TEMPLE BOOK CLUB
The Temple Book Club meets bimonthly on Mondays and is held from 2-3pm in Ackerman Conference Room. Come join the fun and compelling discussions.
Contact: Lauren Kahn, lkahn@tedallas.org

August 6
“The Weight of Ink,” by Rachel Kadish

October 8
“Eternal Life,” by Dara Horn

BROTHERHOOD ISRAEL BOOK CLUB
First Saturdays of the month, following Shabbat Nosh, Archives
Led by Robert Epstein, macabee1948@gmail.com

August 4
“Killing a King: The Assassination of Yitzhak Rabin and the Remaking of Israel,” by Dan Ephron

September 1

October 6
“Ben Gurion: A Political Life,” by Shimon Peres and David Landau

TORAH and TALMUD

Chever Torah
Shabbat mornings, 9AM

Talmud with Rabbi David Stern
Wednesdays, 7:30-8:30AM
August: 15, 22, 29; September: No classes
October: 3, 17, 31

SUNDAY MORNINGS DURING YL+E
Talmud
10AM-12PM, Room 133
August 26, September 23 and 30
This lay-led study group explores the tractate Sanhedrin.
Contact: Mel Klein, mel@melklein.com, 214.394.1817

Torah from the Beginning
10AM-11:30AM, Room 135
August 26, September 23 and 30
This participatory, interactive class focuses on the Torah and its relevance in our lives. No prior knowledge or preparation is necessary.
Contact: Michael Selz, mselz1@gmail.com

CLASSES

ADULT HEBREW
Learning Hebrew is worth going to class again. Learn how to decipher our ancient alphabet and read the familiar prayers. Who knows: perhaps your study will lead to reading the Torah! Classes will be designed as small group experiences so students can develop relationships with each other and our community and will be taught by expert faculty members.

Beginner and Advanced Beginner
Tuesdays, August 21- November 27 | 7-9PM
Cost: $100 per course for members, and $125 per course for non-members. Confidential scholarships are available.
Register: participate.tedallas.org/adulthebrew
Contact: Rachel Tucker, rtucker@tedallas.org

INTRO TO JUDAISM
Judaism is all about questioning and curiosity. We’re here to help you navigate the answers in this 16-week course covering all the basics and more. You’ll learn something new and great even if you were born Jewish. And if you weren’t we are super excited to share this meaningful and spiritual journey with you.

Tuesdays, beginning August 21 | 7-9PM
Details and registration: participate.tedallas.org/intro-to-judaism
Contact: Rachel Tucker, rtucker@tedallas.org

It’s Your Turn! Become An Adult B’nai Mitzvah

Information Session | Wednesday, October 3 | 6PM | Room 134
Interested in becoming an adult bar or bat mitzvah? It’s OK if you were a bar or bat mitzvah as a kid. This is an opportunity to learn as an adult and reaffirm the power of reading from the Torah. Join us for an information session to learn about the process.
Register: participate.tedallas.org/bnaimitzvahinfosession
Contact: Rachel Tucker, rtucker@tedallas.org
Dads from non-Jewish backgrounds: You are not alone. Join the Fathers Circle, a four-session class for dads from other religious backgrounds rearing Jewish children within the context of intermarriage or a committed relationship. It is designed to empower men to teach their children Jewish values while creating community with other fathers.

September 26, October 3 and 17, November 1
All classes at 7 pm, Room 130
Register: participate.tedallas.org/fathers-circle-fall-2018

Rabbi Levi A. Olan Radio Sermon Series

Tuesdays October 2, 9, 23 and 30; November 6 and 13
12:15-1:30 pm | Linz Hall | Facilitated by Dr. Morton Prager

Rabbi Olan spoke on important issues in the 1960s and 1970s, and was often referred to as the conscience of Dallas. Bring your lunch and listen to Rabbi Olan’s sermons, followed by discussions led by Dr. Prager. The original tapes were digitized and are now available on the SMU Bridwell Library website and YouTube.

GOIN’ TO THE chuppah

ENGAGED OR NEWLY MARRIED?

Make Temple part of your process. Explore this exciting time in your lives through a Jewish lens and connect with others on the same journey. The fall 2018 sessions will be held on October 3, 12, 24 and 27.

To register: participate.tedallas.org/goin-to-the-chuppah-fall-2018

13TH ANNUAL Burgers & Beer

08.05.18 | 6-8 PM

Join other 20s and 30s in the Temple and Dallas communities for this annual casual get-together.

PRIDE FESTIVAL

Saturday, September 15
11 AM-7 PM, Reverchon Park, 3505 Maple Ave.

Stand up for inclusiveness with members of our Temple community. We are in need of volunteers to staff the booth.

Email: Alexandra Horn, ahorn@tedallas.org
PRAYER

Shabbat Shalom שבט שלום

Eikev Deuteronomy 7:12-11:25
Friday, Aug. 3 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Rabbi Debra Robbins Cantor Vicky Glikin
Saturday, Aug. 4 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Randy Pearlman, Cantorial Soloist

R'eih Deuteronomy 11:26-16:17
Friday, Aug. 10 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Prayer Lab Rabbi David Stern Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Aug. 11 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi David Stern Hallie Weiner, Cantorial Intern

Shof'tim Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9
Friday, Aug. 17 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Rabbi David Stern Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Aug. 18 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen Cantor Vicky Glikin
4:30pm, Stern Chapel Rabbi Debra Robbins Cantor Vicky Glikin Bat Mitzvah: Jillian Miller

Ki Teitzei Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19
Friday, Aug. 24 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Welcome Shabbat Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen Rabbi David Stern Cantor Vicky Glikin Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Aug. 25 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Debra Robbins Cantor Leslie Niren 10:30am, Olan Sanctuary Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen Cantor Vicky Glikin Bar Mitzvah: Robert Strauss

Ki Tavo Deuteronomy 26:1-29:8
Friday, Aug. 31 Selichot 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Rabbi David Stern Cantor Leslie Niren Rabbi David Jaffe, Scholar-in-Residence
Saturday, Sept. 1 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen Cantor Vicky Glikin Cantor Leslie Niren Rabbi David Jaffe

Nitzavim Deuteronomy 29:9-30:20
Friday, Sept. 7 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Rabbi David Stern Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Sept. 8 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Vicky Glikin Marcia Grossfeld, D’var Torah
Sept. 9-10 Rosh Hashanah see page 21

Vayeilech Deuteronomy 31:1-29
Friday, Sept. 14 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Shabbat Shuvah Rabbi David Stern Rabbi Debra Robbins Cantor Vicky Glikin
Saturday, Sept. 15 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Leslie Niren Hannah Elkin, Rabbinical Student, D’var Torah

Nitzavim Deuteronomy 29:9-30:20
Friday, Sept. 7 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Rabbi David Stern Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Sept. 8 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Vicky Glikin Marcia Grossfeld, D’var Torah

Rosh Hashanah see page 21

Chosakot Deuteronomy 31:1-29
Friday, Sept. 14 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Shabbat Shuvah Rabbi David Stern Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Sept. 15 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Leslie Niren Hannah Elkin, Rabbinical Student, D’var Torah

Rosh Hashanah see page 21

Vayeilech Deuteronomy 31:1-29
Friday, Sept. 14 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Shabbat Shuvah Rabbi David Stern Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Sept. 15 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Leslie Niren Hannah Elkin, Rabbinical Student, D’var Torah

Rosh Hashanah see page 21

Chosakot Deuteronomy 31:1-29
Friday, Sept. 14 6:15pm, Stern Chapel Shabbat Shuvah Rabbi David Stern Cantor Leslie Niren
Saturday, Sept. 15 10:30am, Stern Chapel Rabbi Daniel Utley Cantor Leslie Niren Hannah Elkin, Rabbinical Student, D’var Torah

Just Congregations

is working on a civic engagement campaign. Our focus is to make Temple a 100 percent voting congregation.

Watch tedallas.org/vote for updates on the midterm elections on Nov. 6.

SHABBAT NOSH

A tasteful, relaxing way to celebrate Shabbat with friends, over a light lunch. Held on the First Saturday of the month, following the congregational morning service.

August 4
September 1

Just Congregations is working on a civic engagement campaign. Our focus is to make Temple a 100 percent voting congregation.

Watch tedallas.org/vote for updates on the midterm elections on Nov. 6.
Shout Outs

We raised our voices (both inner and spoken) this spring and summer, in song, friendship, mindfulness of body and soul, the pursuit of justice and just plain fun.
From yoga to Kabbalah to boot camp with wine, Temple is starting out the fall with an exciting array of mindfulness and spirituality offerings. You may be a parent looking to provide grounding for your children in an uncertain world, a curious and questioning student, a Mussar practitioner or someone whose path to the Divine is through music. Let your journey take you to Temple Emanu-El this fall, and enjoy the transformation.

1

YOGA EMANU-EL

Six consecutive Tuesdays, August 7-September 11
5-6pm, perfect for commuters and the post-work transition.

Strike a pose for mindfulness in this pilot series held before and during Elul, taught by certified yoga instructor Debbi K. Levy. The first three sessions will be held in the back of Olan Sanctuary, and the second three in Linz Hall. Bring your own yoga mat and props.

Register: participate.tedallas.org/yogaemanuel
Contact: Becky Slakman, bslakman@tedallas.org

2

A SOULFUL JOURNEY TO THE DAYS OF AWE

Thursdays, August 9 and 23
7-8:30pm, Pollman Hall

The month of Elul is the time to prepare ourselves for the promise of renewal that comes with the High Holy Days. Set an intention for a meaningful new year in these two sessions which include text study, music and strategies for incorporating mindfulness practices in your life. Taught by Roz Katz

Register: participate.tedallas.org/hhdmindfulness

3

ATID HIGH HOLY DAYS BOOTCAMP

Wednesday, August 15
7-8:30pm, Times Ten Cellars

Gather with Rabbi Daniel Utley to get ready for the High Holy Days in this special session dedicated to prayer, spirituality, meditative practice and special texts. For our ‘20s and ‘30s community. Wine definitely included!

RSVP: participate.tedallas.org/hhdbootcamp

4

SOUL SINGING WITH THE CANTORS

Thursday, August 16
7:30pm, Stern Chapel

The popular series of classes exploring mindfulness through music has been expanded for this year. In this first of four sessions, explore your connection to God through music, breath, meditation and community. With Cantors Vicky Glikin and Leslie Niren.

Register: participate.tedallas.org/soulsinging
MINDFUL PARENTING
Six consecutive Thursdays, August 23-September 27
9:30-11 AM
Mindful Parenting, led by Rabbi Nancy Kasten, explores the basic tools of mindfulness that can bring you ease as you navigate the feelings and fears that are natural with being a parent. Unexplored, hope and fear can be experienced as anxiety or anger, often getting in the way of healthy relationships, and sabotaging our efforts to be the parent we want to be. Mindful Parenting helps us bring our attention to our feelings and the intentions lying beneath those feelings, using tools of Jewish text, breathing, movement and meditation. This course is open to parents and mindfulness practitioners of all ages and stages, including beginners.

Course requirements: This course is not designed as a drop in and participants are expected to commit to all six sessions.
No charge; childcare is available.

Register: participate.tedallas.org/mindfulparenting

YL+E OPENING DAY
Sunday, August 26
9:30 AM-12 PM
As the Sunday program opens for the 2018-2019 school year, bring the whole family for a High Holy Days workshop, with texts and tools to guide your family’s observance.

SOUL SCHOOL
MUSARR: CURRICULUM FOR A BETTER YOU
Mussar Information Session
Wednesday, August 29, 7 PM, Rooms 133-135
Mussar, an intense, rewarding Jewish study practice aimed at personal growth, has made a difference in the lives of hundreds of Temple members. Learn more about what’s involved—including journaling, attending a small-group session, or va’ad, and partner study. At an information session on August 29, facilitators will describe the available approaches so that you can make the right choice for you, whether you are new to Mussar or contemplating next steps. New groups are forming for daytime and evening a minimum of 6 people are needed to begin.

RSVP requested: participate.tedallas.org/mussarinfoSession
Contact: Becky Slakman bslakman@tedallas.org

KABBALAH
Taught by Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman
Four consecutive Thursdays, October 11-November 1
7-8:30 PM, Stern Chapel
In recent years, more and more Jews have turned to Kabbalah to learn new yet old ways of understanding God, the universe and our place in the unfolding foundational unity of all in the universe. Professor Daniel Matt provides us a beautiful introduction and overview of the Kabbalah in his book “The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism.” This will be the text for the course and is available online, on e-readers and in bookstores.

No fee, RSVP requested: participate.tedallas.org/kabbalahclass

SETTLING INTO SPIRITUALITY
As part of the evolution of Temple’s library and archives, a Beit Midrash area will be developed in the coming months. It will be a comfortable space with texts for the study of Torah and spirituality.

I am ever mindful of God’s presence
Adonai is at my right hand; I shall never be shaken.

לְאֵימַר ה’ לָעָלֶה יִשְׂרָאֵל וְלָעָלֶה יִשְׂרָאֵל בֵּית אַמֵּם אַמֶּם.

Sh’viti Adonai l’negdi tamid ki mimini bal-emot.
TEMPLE JOURNEYS

Temple Journeys
Three Great Experiences in 2018-2019

ISRAEL 2018
December 22, 2018-January 2, 2019
Led by Rabbi Amy Ross and Rabbi Daniel Utley
Spaces are still available for this multigenerational tour through living history, where we’ll witness ancient stories through a modern lens, perfect for first-timers as well as those ready to fall in love with the land all over again.

Registration and details at arzaworld.com; search for Temple Emanu-El Dallas

ISRAEL
A Culinary & Cultural Adventure
May 18-30, 2019
Led by Cantor Leslie Niren
Explore another side of Israel in this journey focused on food, arts and culture.
Info session: Aug. 21, 6-7PM, Weiss Youth Wing

SPAIN
Exploring Our Jewish Roots
October 23-November 3, 2019
Led by Rabbis David Stern and Nancy Kasten, and Scholar-in-Residence Paul Liptz, in addition to local guides in each city.
Info session: Oct. 30, 7:30-8:30PM, Weiss Youth Wing

Contact for all three experiences: Karen Hoffman, khoffman@tedallas.org

REFORM JUDAISM IN THE 21ST CENTURY
an exciting panel featuring the leaders of our movement

Thursday, October 4 | 7PM | Stern Chapel
No charge; RSVPs requested: participate.tedallas.org/reformpanel

Rabbi Steven A. Fox
Chief Executive, Central Conference of American Rabbis
Rabbi Rick Jacobs
President, Union for Reform Judaism
Joshua Holo
Dean, Hebrew Union College-Los Angeles/Skrball Campus
Rabbi David E. Stern
Senior Rabbi, Temple Emanu-El, President, CCAR
Moderator:
Rabbi Debra Robbins, Temple Emanu-El
Our Congregation

Dora Aronson Helping Hands Fund
Distributions by Rabbi David Stern to individuals in need of financial assistance, particularly in dire situations

Memory of Lillian Edythe Bartfield
by Sarah & Steven Bartfield

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Irma Grossman
by Carla Sherman

Memory of Ellene Breinin
by Bootzie Golden

Memory of Charles Feldman
by Bootzie Golden

Memory of Bebe Hess
by Bonnie & Michael Grossfeld

Memory of Si Sherman
by Carla Sherman

Memory of Philip Silverberg
by Cathye & James Greenfield

Memory of Joseph Solomon
by Joel & Sister Steinberg

Memory of Marilyn Taubman
by Irma Grossman
by Bootzie Golden

Birthday of Allen Feltman
by Bonnie & Michael Grossfeld

Birthday of Zeck Lieberman
by Joel & Sister Steinberg
by Irma Grossman
by Artye Coen

Birthday of Donald Zale
by Stanton & Audrey Unell

Clergy Good Works Fund
Distributions to charitable organizations, individuals in need or community causes by Temple’s clergy

Memory of Betty Barnes
by Hila & Nathaniel Ekelman
by Fine Apparel Division of Neiman Marcus
by Fine Jewelry Division of Neiman Marcus

Memory of Ida Baumgarten
by Sheldon & Judith Zimmerman

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Elizabeth Kleiman
by Bobbie Fields

Memory of Eugene Bock
by Cheryl & Bill Freed
by Kirk Welcher & Daniel Hight

Memory of Ellene Breinin
by Barbara Willis
by Sue Lichten

Memory of Esther Brotkin
by Ellis Samuels

Memory of Adele Cohn
by Don & Judy Cohn

Memory of Lionel Eltit
by Sarah Yarrin & Jack Repp
by Frada & Alan Sandler

Memory of Ron Fiedelman
by Buddy & Rita Rosenthal
by Cindy Fiedelman
by Kathy & Alan Freeman
by Bobbie Fields

Memory of Joseph Fischer
by Bret & Lori Gerard

Memory of Regina Ginsberg
by Lisa Silver

Memory of Idarene Glick
by Cindie, David & Becca Kurtz

Memory of Sara Maysn Goldberg
by Bobbie Fields

Memory of Irwin J. Grossman
by Cindy Fiedelman

Memory of Freddy Hernandez
by Sandy Phillips & Jeff Landau

Memory of Donna Higier
by Buddy & Rita Rosenthal

Memory of Jay B. Horowitz
by Gillian & Steve Baron & Family
by Linda & Ken Wimerby
by Marion & Bennett Glazer
by Jamie & Cameron Gerard
by Kim & Avie Schonwald

Memory of Sam Kased
by Blanche Weinerberger

Memory of Shawn Kelly
by Sharon & Larry Kelly
by Shlomit & Nechemia Proter

Memory of Robert Kramer
by Claire & Paul Greenberg
by Gail & Richard Sachson

Memory of Larry Kun
by Judy & Ronald Foxman
by Marlene & David Weitman

Memory of Charles Marcus
by Barbara & Philip Einsohn
by Claire Griebenow, Lisa Hilton, Sarah Abramowitz
by Marcia Grossfeld
by Bobbie Fields

Memory of Bill Mexic
by Sarah Yarrin & Jack Repp

Memory of Judy Miller
by Marc & Jenne Bender
by Natalie Friedman
by Kim & Avie Schonwald

Memory of Joe Rosenstein
by Steve & Joanne Levy

Memory of Maran Rosenthal
by Marilyn Schnitzer
by Peachy Rudberg

Memory of Jerome J. Samuels
by Ellen Samuels

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Bobbie Fields

Memory of Irving Sheinfeld
by David & Debbie Sheinfeld

Memory of Diane Siegel
by Cindie Fiedelman
by Judy & Ronald Foxman
by Pauline De Nur
by Suzie Ablon
by Shelley & Jeff Becker

Memory of Marilyn Taubman
by Ethel Zale
by Hannah & Carl Beren

Memory of Barbara
Kredit Thum
by Cindy Fiedelman

Memory of Andrew Unterberg
by Buddy & Rita Rosenthal
by Maureen & Hilton Israelson
by Claire & Paul Greenberg
by Gail & Richard Sachson

Memory of Maxwell (Mac) Wallenstein
by David & Harianne Wallenstein

Memory of Joseph Weinreich
by Ellen Samuels

Memory of Arthur Weinreich
by Dorothy & Lew Weinreich

Memory of Lois Yost
by Cindie & David Kurtz

Anniversary of Janice & Arthur Weinreich
by Marilyn Schnitzer

Appreciation of Cantor
Vicky Glikin
by Cheryl Freed

Appreciation of Rabbi Kimberly Herzog-Cohen
by Igor & Robin Rakovich
by Janelle & Milford Sterry
by Maddy & Mark Unterberg

Appreciation of Cantor
Leslie Niren
by Maddy & Mark Unterberg

Appreciation of Rabbi
Debra Robbins
by Wendy & Donald Blum

Appreciation of Rabbi
David Stern
by Beverly & Rick Fetterman,
Judye Gremm, Susan Alterman
by Richard M. French
by Sandy & Susan Schackman
by Jerry Barshop

Appreciation of Rabbi
Daniel Utley
by Maddy & Mark Unterberg
by Cheryl Freed
by Hal Naboshek

Bat Mitzvah of Lissa Kerstine
by Sheldon & Judith Zimmerman

Birthday of Zeck Lieberman
by Buddy & Rita Rosenthal
by Hannah & Carl Beren
by Ethel Zale
by Rita Kahn

Birthday of Esther Matthew
by Hannah & Carl Beren

Birthday of Donald Zale
by Steven & Lisa Lieberman
by Zeck & Marilyn Lieberman
by Buddy & Rita Rosenthal
by Elaine & Morris Rutchik
by Suzie Ablon

Birthday of Sylvia Frank
by Andi Gaith

Contribution
by Stanley Dayton
by Larry Goldman
by Janet Eickmeyer

Honor of Cantor Leslie Niren
by Bonnie & Monte Hurst & Family
by Randy Lieberman

Honor of Rabbi David Stern
by Sheri & Jack Vine

Honor of Rabbi Daniel Utley
by Bonnie & Monte Hurst & Family
by Randy Lieberman

CONTRIBUTIONS

GIFTS OF MEMORY, HONOR AND GRATITUDE
Tributes for Sustaining Temple
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Honor of Erin Zapolsky
by Paul & Joyce Zapolsky

Naming of Pierce Winski
by Linda & Randy Winski

Naming of Davis Winski
by Linda & Randy Winski

Speedy Recovery of Howard Freed
by Suzie Ablon

Anne and Sam Kesner Caring Congregation Fund
Assistance for Temple members through all phases of life including hospitalization, elder care, military service, mental health challenges and grief

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Janice & Art Weinberg

Memory of Lita Berk
by Susan & Kenneth Chazanow

Memory of Eugene Bock
by Bobbie & David Repp

Memory of Harriet Friedman
by Beverly & Jackson Salasky by Sue Mintz & Jim Panipinto

Memory of Marcia Goidl
by Adrian Goldberg

Memory of Anne Goodman
by Bobbie & David Repp

Memory of Jay B. Horowitz
by Aaron & Jeneane Pearlman

Memory of Randall Kopf
by Bobbie & David Repp

Memory of Judy Miller
by Sheryl & Gordon Bogen

Memory of Elaine Niger
by Toby Niger

Memory of Barry Papermaster
by Bobbie & David Repp

Memory of Marvin Rubin
by Daryl S & Henry Gelender

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Susan & Kenneth Chazanow

Memory of Diane Siegel
by May Sebel

Birthday of Frost Gardner
by Ito & Marian Perl

Birthday of Ida Strasmick
by Dot Neustadt

Contribution
by Allen & Arlene Feltman

YES Fund of Sisterhood
Support of the Youth, Education and Service program of Women of Reform Judaism

Memory of Robert Kramer
by Phyllis & Joe Somer

Memory of Andrew Unterberg
by Phyllis & Joe Somer

Memory of Marlene Franklin
by Phyllis & Martin Mills

Memory of Natalie Lewis
by Miriam Cohen

Memory of William Mexic
by Miriam Cohen by Bernice & Marty Sherling

Appreciation of Freda Heald
by Celia Saunders, Rachel Swerdlow, Rachel Newburn

Birthday of Rosalie Alexander
by Phyllis & Martin Mills

Honor of New Home of Ron Cohen
by Phyllis & Joe Somer

WRJ/Sisterhood of Temple Emanu-El
Support of Women of Reform Judaism

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Fran, Jeff, Mollie & Dani Taubin

Memory of Larry Kun
by Celia Rose Saunders

Appreciation of Lynn Salzberger
by Celia Saunders

Our Temple and Cemetery
Rose Marion and Lee H. Berg Building Fund
Upkeep and maintenance of our historic building

Memory of Louis Galanter
by Roger & Sheryl Young & Ruth Goldstein

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Helaine Trachtenberg by Benton & Judy Markey

Memory of Simon Bensimon
by Reina Bensimon

Memory of Eugene Bock
by Ethel Zale

Memory of Ellen Breinin
by Peachy Rudberg

Memory of Lionel Ellis
by Richard & Sheila Lerner

Memory of Charles Feldman
by Adrienne Epstein

Memory of Louis Galanter
by Adele Goldstein

Memory of Pearl Gilbert
by Dr. J. M. Gilbert

Memory of Harry Goldman
by Joe & Beverly Goldman

Memory of Jay B. Horowitz
by Helaine Trachtenberg by Adrienne Epstein

Memory of Richard C. Jacobs
by Norma Levitan

Memory of Lewis Lamark
by Gordon & Deidra Cizon

Memory of Sylvan Landau
by Margie Landau

Memory of Harold G. Levy
by Margie Landau

Memory of Charles Marcus
by Helaine Trachtenberg by Jerry Ely

Memory of Lena Naboshek
by Don & Margo Blumenthal

Memory of Margaret Parks
by Paul Pesek by Jay Beck

Memory of Marian Rosenthal
by Fonda Glazer by Helaine Trachtenberg by Adrienne & Thomas Rosen by Ethel Zale

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Helaine Trachtenberg

Memory of Diane Siegel
by Adrienne & Thomas Rosen

Memory of Charles Sugarman
by Joan Loeb

Memory of Marilyn Taubman
by Emily & Albert Stein

Memory of Andrew Unterberg
by Adrienne Epstein

Memory of Max Zelen
by Louise Lerner

Memory of Steve Zelen
by Louise Lerner

Birthday of Syl Benenson
by Helaine Trachtenberg

Birthday of Zeck Lieberman
by Jerry Ely

Birthday of Connie Rudick
by Helaine Trachtenberg

Birthday of Gerald Strug
by Shirley Haspel

Birthday of Donald Zale
by Cathly & Ted Bernstein by Jerry Ely

Temple Emanu-El
Cemetery Endowment Fund
Distribution from the Temple’s foundation supporting the maintenance and improvement of the cemetery grounds

Memory of Mary Bauman
by Marjorie Phillips Cowin

Memory of Freddy Hernandez
by Marjorie Phillips Cowin

Memory of George L. Phillips
by OriAnn & Jud Phillips

Memory of Jeff Phillips
by Marjorie Phillips Cowin

Memory of Andrew Unterberg
by Marjorie Phillips Cowin

Memory of Sandra Wiener
by Betty & Eric Spomer

Memory of Howard B. Wolf
by Lois Wolf

Appreciation of Rabbi Debra Robbins
by Marjorie Phillips Cowin

Contribution
by Ann & Fred Margolin

Rabbi Gerald J. Klein
Memorial Cemetery Fund
Beautification and improvements of the Temple Emanu-El Cemetery

Memory of Maria Lola Gomez
by Dolores & Larry Barzune

Memory of Julie Reichl
by Jay & Betty Lorch

Memory of Max Walzer
by Renee & Buddy Gilbert

Memory of Bertha Zemach
by Sarah Reuler

Contribution
by Lynn & Dennis Brent

Rabbi Gerald J. Klein Garden Fund
Maintenance of the Klein Garden

Memory of Mary Bauman
by OriAnn & Jud Phillips

Memory of Gary Allen Chambers
by Selma E Chambers

Memory of Harry S. Mochower
by Gary & Bette Mochower

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Pauline De Nur

Memory of Esther Stein
by Dolores & Larry Barzune
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Birth of Grandson of OriAnn & Jud Phillips
by Janice & Art Weinberg

Alex F. Weisberg Library Fund
Purchases of Judaic books, publications and entertainment media

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Dorothy Borschow

Memory of Helene Greenwald
by Arlene Leibs

Memory of Judy Miller
by Arlene Leibs

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Dorothy Borschow

Memory of Randall Kopf
by Arlene Leibs

Memory of Israel Glass
by Ronna Zelickman

Memory of Louis Galanter
by Cameron, Jane, Sammy Larkin

Memory of Joseph Fischer
by Cameron, Jane, Sammy Larkin

Memory of Herman Beck
by Susan & Daryl Beck

Memory of Charles Marcus
by Faye & Howard Polakoff

Memory of Ida Michaelson Abramson
by Faye & Howard Polakoff

Memory of Doris Sigel Abramson
by Faye & Howard Polakoff

Memory of Sarah Hurwitz
by Richard & Marlene Marks

Memory of Charles Marcus
by Rita Kahn

Memory of Nancy Todes
by Julie & Michael Lowenberg

Birthday of Jay Frankel
by Norma Schlinger

Birthday of Ellen Hochman
by Norma Schlinger

Social Justice
Hunger Relief Projects
Collection of funds for hunger relief throughout the year, especially during High Holy Days and Passover

Memory of Jack Michael Abramson
by Faye & Howard Polakoff

Memory of Doris Sigel Abramson
by Faye & Howard Polakoff

Memory of Herman Beck
by Susan & Daryl Beck

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Joyce & Joseph Rosenfield

Memory of Rebecca Bercovitch
by David & Diane Birk

Memory of Randall Kopf
by Sherilee & Richard Trubitt

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Carol & Jon Weinstein

Memory of Diane Siegel
by Debbie & Marc Andres

Memory of Gertrude N. Wertheimer
by Ruth & Harold Kleinman

Adult Programs
Katherine F. Baum Adult Education Fund
Support for adult education programs

Memory of Sylvia Bond
by Donald & Joanne Epstein

Memory of Sarah Hurwitz
by Richard & Marlene Marks

Memory of Charles Marcus
by Rita Kahn

Birthday of Jay Frankel
by Norma Schlinger

Birthday of Ellen Hochman
by Norma Schlinger

General
Temple Emanu-El General Fund
Support of Temple’s general programs and events

Memory of Sophia Bender
by Ronald & Phyllis Steinhart by June Leib

Memory of Eugene Bock
by Bess Hoffman

Memory of Sylvia Serwer Bogdanow
by Alan & Ann Bogdanow

Memory of Ron Fiedelman
by Joan Loeb

Memory of Joseph Fischer
by Cameron, Jane, Sammy Larkin

Memory of Louis Galanter
by Ronna Zelickman

Memory of Israel Glass
by Becca & Allen Bodzy

Memory of Randall Kopf
by Steve & Jackie Waldman

Memory of Judy Miller
by Julie & David Fields by Popy Sundeen by Byron Falk

Music and Prayer
Music Fund
Enhancement of Temple music programs

Memory of Jessonda Fox
by Renee & Buddy Gilbert

Memory of Charles Marcus
by Frances Blatt

Memory of Samuel Zachary Roitenberg
by Evelyn & Joel Roitenberg

Memory of AnnaLee Roitenberg
by Evelyn & Joel Roitenberg

Memory of Helen Blyweiss Rosenberg
by Richard & Marlene Marks

Memory of Marian Rosenthal
by June Leib

Memory of Jim Schwartz
by Cindie & David Kurtz by Rachel & Andrew Kaufman by June Leib

Memory of Lisa Weiss
by Roy & Ragen Elterman

Bar Mitzvah of Baye Popek
by Irwin & Sharon Ornish

Bar Mitzvah of Reese Popek
by Irwin & Sharon Ornish

Anniversary of Ellen Lasser & Tommy Kaye
by Jackie & Steve Waldman

Honor of Ellen Lasser & Tommy Kaye
by Joanne & Steve Levy

Appreciation of Cantor Vicky Glikin
by Marilyn Fiedelman

Birthday of Rosalie Alexander
by Lillian & David Shiroy

Birthday of Frost Gardner
by Candy and Buddy Gardner

Birthday of Tommy Kaye
by Jackie & Steve Waldman

Birthday of Ellen Lasser
by Jackie & Steve Waldman

Birthday of Sue Lichten
by Shirley Tobolowsky

Birthday of Rhea Wolfman
by Shirley Tobolowsky

Aline C. Rutland Prayer Book Fund
Purchases of prayer books

Memory of Robert Kramer
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Memory of Meyer Rachofsky
by Helen Feldman

Memory of Sig Spitzer
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Memory of Marilyn Taubman
by Lillian & David Shiroy

Memory of Andrew Unterberg
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Memory of David Whiting
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Appreciation of Cantor Vicky Glikin
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Appreciation of Cantor Leslie Niren
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Appreciation of Rabbi Debra Robbins
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Birthday of Byron Sandfield
by Pat Peiser

Speedy recovery of Gail Sachson
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

Speedy recovery of Herschel Wilonsky
by Lottye & Bobby Lyle

CONTRIBUTIONS
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The Jill Stone Tikkun Olam Fund
Support of Temple’s social justice programs including initiatives, advocacy, projects and lectures

Memory of Jeanne Isaacson by Helen & Jerome Frank
Memory of Robert Kramer by Helen & Jerome Frank
Memory of Larry Kun by Helen & Jerome Frank
Memory of Bill Mexic by Helen & Jerome Frank
Memory of Jim Schwartz by Myrna Ries
Memory of Diane Siegel by Karen & Mike Ablon
Memory of Leo Slakman by Becky & Norman Slakman
Memory of Andrew Unterberg by Helen & Jerome Frank
Memory of Sally Woloshin by Randi & Mike Smerud
Birthday of Zeck Lieberman by Bobbie Fields
Birthday of Donald Zale by Bobbie Fields
Honor of Connie Rudick by Miriam Vernon

Priscilla R. Stern Memorial Literacy Fund
Support of literacy projects in the general and Jewish communities
Memory of Sophia Bender by Sarah Yarrin & Jack Repp
Memory of Cari Lynn Cowen by Barry & Terry Greenberg
Memory of Ron Fiedelman by Rayna & Michael Loeb
Memory of Larry Kun by Kim & Avrum Schonwald
Memory of Max Rosmarin by Suellen & A. J. Rosmarin
Memory of Diane Siegel by Sarah Yarrin & Jack Repp

Memory of Bridget Tulbert by Mindy & Mark Tulbert
Memory of Andrew Unterberg by Rayna & Michael Loeb
Memory of Ben Weinberg by Melvin & Etel Weinberg
Anniversary of Debbie & Marc Andres by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Anniversary of Mary Lee & Michael Broder by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Anniversary of Julie & David Fields by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Anniversary of Beth & Jim Gold by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Anniversary of Rebecca & Mark Masinter by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Appreciation of Rabbi David Stern by Braden Goldberg & Maddy & Mark Unterberg
Birthday of Debbie Andres by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Birthday of Evan Bates by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Birthday of Mary Lee Broder by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Birthday of Rebecca Masinter by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Birthday of Joe Ray by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Birthday of Alisa Sureck by Ruthie & Alan Shor
Birthday of Donald Zale by A. J. & Suellen Rosmarin

Social Justice Fund for Youth Education
Support of worthwhile educational causes for youth in need
Memory of Helene Greenwald by Lynn & Jay Staub
Memory of James Herzog by Phyllis Herzog
Memory of Lynda Primo by Barbara Jo & Geoffrey Crowley by Ellen & James Markus by Linda & Randy Winski by Robin & Irwin Lightstone by Sheila & Stephen Stieglitz
Memory of Max Ripstein by Jere Ripstein

Memory of Pearl Judith Steinberger by Evelyn & Eugene Fox
Memory of Robert Whitefield by Andrea Hagar
Memory of Rachel Gilbert by Bekah & Hooman Shamsa

Youth and Early Childhood Education
Early Childhood Education Center (ECEC) Fund
Support of ECEC programs programs
Memory of Jessonda Fox by Renee & Buddy Gilbert
Memory of Cary Friedlander by Gary Gossen
Memory of Charles Marcus by Lynn & Jay Staub
Memory of Ronald Metzger by Barbara Abis
Memory of Marshall David Rosenfeld by Ilene & Steve Sanders
Memory of Jim Schwartz by Lynn & Jay Staub
Memory of Max Walzer by Renee & Buddy Gilbert
Appreciation of Rabbi Amy Ross by Jeri & David Kitner
Birth of Oliver Levy by Judy & Ronald Foxman
Birthday of Rachel Gilbert by Rachel, Andrew & Mara Kaufman
Naming of Chandler Pinkus by Barbara Pinkus
Unveiling of Larry Cohen by Marcy Cohen

Gina Rosenfield Levy Greene Family Camp Scholarship Fund
Financial assistance to families for Greene Family Camp
Memory of Richard Kleiman by Evelyn & Joel Roitenberg
Memory of Charles Marcus by Debbie & Sid Scheinberg
Memory of Diane Siegel by Debbie & Sid Scheinberg
Naming of Pierce Winski by OriAnn & Jud Phillips
Naming of Davis Winski by OriAnn & Jud Phillips

Lomdim Project
Support of an open and inclusive community for YL+E children with special needs
Memory of Larry Kun by Deborah & Sam Brackstone
Memory of Jeff Arno by Roberta & Marshall Krolick
Memory of Leonard Kolodny by Jamie Tonkon, Randi Cohen, and Erin Tonkon
Memory of Israel Glass by Gail Nusinow

Martin and Charlotte Weiss Religious School Fund
Scholarships for YL+E fees, books and additional expenses
Memory of Basil Cohen by Shelley & Richard Hirsh
Memory of Edith Reich by Richard & Shelley Hirsh
Memory of Joseph Samuel by Richard & Shelley Hirsh
Memory of Jim Schwartz by Shelley & Richard Hirsh

Youth Scholarship Fund
Financial assistance to families for participation in youth programs
Memory of Irwin B. Behrendt by Bob & Lynn Behrendt
Honor of the Bris of George Phillips by OriAnn & Jud Phillips
WHAT’S NEXT AFTER ECEC?  
SCHOOL MEET & GREET  
Wednesday, September 26  
7 PM, Pollman Hall  
participate.tedallas.org/whats-next

Fall into Tot Shabbat with Rabbi Rick Jacobs  
President, Union for Reform Judaism  
Community dinner following  
tedallas.org/totshabbat

A reimagined program for children in our community  
ages 0-3 and their parents, grandparents or caregivers.

Welcome! Together Time, formerly known as Cradle Roll, begins this month in a new, exciting format with expanded offerings for our youngest children and the adults who love to play with them. Your child does not have to be enrolled in the ECEC to participate.

Shabbat: 9-11AM, when ECEC is in session  
Join our ECEC Shabbat in Stern Chapel, continuing with snack, playtime and programs. Free of charge.

Other classes include:  
Challah, Yoga, Bim Bam Bunch, Making Sense, Pete the Cat Book Club. Fee required.

For more information and to register: www.tedallas.org/togethertime
As we approach the Jewish new year, we have so many things to get excited about at Temple. We are so grateful for our wonderful community, our visionary clergy, dedicated staff and a 148-year history of making a difference in the world. Every year, we ramp up in Elul and get ready for the journey through this incredible season of t’shuvah—of turning—toward a new year and a new attitude.

Over the following pages, you will find the holidays and events from Elul through Simchat Torah:

| Elul | Welcome Shabbat | Selichot | Rosh Hashanah | Kever Avot | Yom Kippur | Sukkot | Simchat Torah |

Questions? Visit tedallas.org/highholydays; call the Temple main line at 214.706.0000 or email us at highholydays@tedallas.org.

WELCOME SHABBAT
FRIDAY, AUGUST 24
Meet and welcome our new and prospective members for this special annual event. Schmooze at the early oneg at 5:45 PM, followed by services at 6:15 PM, and a Ta’am 8500 dinner following. After dinner, head to the Tycher Gathering Space for a singalong with Cantors Vicky Glikin and Leslie Niren.

Dinner: $18 for adults; $10 for kids ages 5-12, free for kids under 5; maximum family rate $50.

Contact: Rachel Tucker, rtucker@tedallas.org
Deadline to RSVP: Aug. 22

AND INTRODUCING
Ta’am 8500 Underground, a new hangout time for students in kindergarten-8th grade, Weiss Youth Wing (supervision provided).
Register: participate.tedallas.org/taam8500

HIGH HOLY DAYS HUNGER RELIEF DRIVE
Help us reach our goal of 38,000 pounds of food for the hungry. Collection bins will be available at Temple from mid-August through mid-October, and at NorthPark Center during shuttle times for the High Holy Days. The food drive is held in memory of Sally, Malcolm, Patricia and Ken Schiller.

Requested items are canned fruits, meats, vegetables and tuna, cereal, crackers, macaroni ‘n’ cheese, nonperishable noodles and beans.

In addition to donating food, consider volunteering at our partner agencies that help feed the hungry, including North Dallas Shared Ministries, Vickery Meadow Food Pantry and North Texas Food Bank.

Contact: Debbie Fuqua, dfuqua@tedallas.org
ELUL
אָלֻל

AUGUST 12-SEPTEMBER 9
This year we will offer questions for the season beginning August 13. We look forward to seeking answers together in study, prayer, song and community.

SELICHOT
סלוֹוחות

AUGUST 31-SEPTEMBER 1
We’ll explore the theme of t’shuvah with Scholar-in-Residence Rabbi David Jaffe, author of the book, “Changing the World from the Inside Out.” The Shabbat observance will include learning with Rabbi Jaffe during evening and morning Shabbat services, Chever Torah and an evening Selichot reception, service and t’shuvah workshop.

Candice and Robert Haas Visiting Scholars Endowment Fund

ROSH HASHANAH
ראש השנה

EREV ROSH HASHANAH
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
6PM, First Congregational Evening Service
Olan Sanctuary

8:15PM, Atid Service and Reception
Stern Chapel

9PM, Second Congregational Evening Service
Olan Sanctuary

ROSH HASHANAH DAY
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
9AM, First Congregational Morning Service
Olan Sanctuary

9AM, Grades K-3 Service
Stern Chapel

10AM-3PM, Share a Bite
Tycher Gathering Space
A light reception featuring apples and honey

11AM, Grades 4-7 Service
Stern Chapel

12:30PM, Second Congregational Morning Service
Olan Sanctuary

4PM, Tots and their Families
Stern Chapel and Cristol Nature Playscape at ECEC
The service is followed by Tashlich for Tots.

4PM, Congregational Tashlich
Caruth Park

KEVER AVOT
קבּר אבּוֹת

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1PM
Temple Emanu-El Cemetery and Mausoleum
Join us for the mitzvah of visiting the graves of our ancestors between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. This year’s memorial service will be held in the cemetery chapel. All are welcome, regardless of whether a loved one is buried at the Temple cemetery or elsewhere.

YOM KIPPUR
יומְ קִיפּוּר

KOL NIDRE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
6PM and 9PM, Congregational Services
Olan Sanctuary

YOM KIPPUR DAY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
9AM, Grades K-3 Service
Stern Chapel

10AM, First Congregational Morning Service
Olan Sanctuary

11AM, Grades 4-7 Service
Stern Chapel

1PM, Second Congregational Morning Service
Olan Sanctuary

Schedule continued on following page
HIGH HOLY DAYS SEASON

Get festive at our congregational celebration of Sukkot and Shabbat.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

5:30PM Early oneg, Tycher Gathering Space

5:45PM Short, family friendly song session with Noam Katz, Olan Sanctuary

6PM Service, Olan Sanctuary

6:45PM Complimentary dinner • creation of soup bags and 
tikkun totes to feed the hungry • kids’ activities • 
voter registration booth • The Dwell adults-only 
lounge with libations and coffee

8PM Concert with special musical guest Noam Katz

Help us plan with your RSVP and keep it sweet by signing up to bring a homemade dessert: participate.tedallas.org/sukkotcelebration

YOM KIPPUR DAY

1-2:30PM, Yom Kippur Afternoon
Classical Music for Quiet Contemplation
The Conversation Project
Text Study: Isaac, God's Special Child
The Teen Experience (teens only)
Tuning in to Teens (for parents)

3:30PM*, The Soul of Yom Kippur:
Prayer and Music of the Heart
Olan Sanctuary

4PM, Tots and their Families
Stern Chapel

5:15PM*, Yizkor Memorial Service
Olan Sanctuary

6PM*, N’ilah Concluding Service, Havdalah and Congregational Closing of the Gates

Break the Fast
Nasher-Haemisegger Atrium and Tycher Gathering Space

*Times are approximate

SIMCHAT TORAH

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 6PM

This year's Simchat Torah celebration has been reimagined for a congregational, family-friendly celebration of Torah and Jewish learning. The evening will begin with a celebratory dinner and continue with an interactive tour through Torah. Meet your favorite biblical characters and see the Torah unrolled. Hear our post-B’nai Mitzvah students chant from their Torah portions and share in the joy of Consecration as we welcome our newest students to this stage of Jewish learning. The evening will culminate with a dance party in honor of Torah, complete with a live DJ and a Torah themed oneg. So dress casual, put on your dancing shoes, and join us for this rocking celebration.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 10:30AM

Festival service with Yizkor, Stern Chapel

BREAK-THE-FAST

Pull out your favorite recipes and bake a batch or two to contribute to the congregational break-the-fast at the close of Yom Kippur. Contact: Debbie Fuqua, dfuqua@tedallas.org

SIMCHAT TORAH

Shemah Torah

Get festive at our congregational celebration of Sukkot and Shabbat.
SUKKOT WEEK

Sukkot begins at sundown on Sunday, September 23 and Temple celebrates with a festive week of prayer, learning and fun.

ORDER YOUR ETROG AND LULAV
Cost: $46 per set
Deadline to order: Monday, August 27
Pickup: September 20-21
Order at: participate.tedallas.org/lulavandetrog

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 9AM
Sukkah Decorating with WRJ and CHAI residents
Followed by lunch

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 11AM-4PM
The Sukkah Project
A community event, featuring artist-created sukkahs, booths, children’s activities and music, Museum of Biblical Art. Shuttles are available from Temple.
Info: thesukkahproject.org

10:30AM, Linz Hall
Inside the Sukkah Project
A discussion with architect Jon Rollins, followed by text study with Rabbi Kimberly Herzog Cohen.
RSVP: participate.tedallas.org/templesukkahproject

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 9AM
Congregational morning service in the Temple sukah
A non-traditional service featuring readings, meditation and movement.
Tot Sukkot for children 2-6, while their parents participate in the adult service. Babysitting is available for children under 2 by RSVP only.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 12PM
92g lunch and learn with Cantor Vicky Glikin
The Sukkah Project, see page 7 for details

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 5:30-7PM
Atid at The Sukkah Project
Temple’s 20s and 30s community will join Congregation Shearith Israel’s young adults group in a wine and doughnut pairing co-led by Rabbis Daniel Utley and Adam Roffman.
Contact and RSVP: Alexandra Horn, ahorn@tedallas.org

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
Shake It Up Sukkot, see below

NOAM KATZ
We welcome back this rabbi and dynamic performer, storyteller and composer. He’ll jam with early childhood students on Friday morning and before the start of the congregational Shake It Up Sukkot service. He’ll lead some of our favorite melodies at the service, followed by a post-dinner concert. Plus, a rockin’ YL+E Sunday Program concert!

Contact: Rachel Tucker, rtucker@tedallas.org

ORDER YOUR ETROG AND LULAV

Music around EMANU-EL
2018-2019 Season

With gratitude to Friends of MAC for sponsorship of the Noam Katz visit.
It is customary to recite Psalm 27 daily from the beginning of Elul through Sukkot. There’s plenty to mull over in the psalm’s 14 verses. Consider the opening of the fourth verse, for example: “One thing I ask of Adonai, only that do I seek…” Only one?

“Imagine if you could ask one thing of Adonai; imagine if reality, life, all the powers and resources in existence could grant you one thing, and one thing only,” asks Rabbi Sheila Weinberg in an Elul podcast by the Institute for Jewish Spirituality. “Open your mind to the endless possibilities that could be incorporated into this singular ask. Would you ask for something? Some person? Health? Wealth? Power? Qualities of heart and mind? Intelligence? Courage? Patience? Honor?”

The verse goes on to explain the wish further: “to live in the house of Adonai all the days of my life, to gaze upon the beauty of God, and to frequent God’s temple.” It packs a lot of power in that one ask.

Consider this Jewish genie time. Let your wish out of the bottle, choose it carefully and carry it with you through the season. And along the way, dip an apple or two in a bit of honey. Because life and new beginnings should be sweet.